Schedule Sharing
powered by

Start sharing your HST
Pathways schedule with your
surgeons and practices.
HST Schedule Sharing powered by Casetabs
enables web and mobile schedule access
anywhere, anytime, and real-time.

Now included for all HST Pathways customers. Integrated & free.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

75% of surgery centers manually share schedules

Automate using HST Schedule Sharing

with their practices via email, fax, or text.

powered by Casetabs.

Traditional Schedule Sharing

HST Schedule Sharing

Time consuming

Saves time for facility and practice

Schedule data is not real-time

Real-time schedule data

Difficult to access remotely and search

Accessible anywhere and easily searchable

Frustrating and inefficient for practices

Simple and user friendly for practices

Email & SMS are not HIPAA compliant

HIPAA compliant

HOW TO GET STARTED

STEP 1:
Contact HST to activate your
free access to Schedule Share.
(hstsales@hstpathways.com)

STEP 2:
Casetabs will then send
your login information and
offer a 30 minute training.

STEP 3:
Invite your practices and
physicians to view their case
schedules in Casetabs.

HST integrated

HIPAA compliant

Real-time schedule integration at no cost.

Secure and vetted by major health systems.

Unlimited users

Award winning mobile app

Invite all your practices and physicians.

2019 MedTech Breakthrough Award winner.

Easy to use

FREE

Just 30 minutes of training

HST Schedule Sharing is a standard feature

needed for the admin user.

of HST Pathways.

“Casetabs has been a game changer for
our center. Our practices and surgeons
now have real-time access to their case
schedules, and the surgeons love the
mobile app. We can’t imagine going
back to fax and email schedule sharing.”

“Since our ASC adopted Casetabs, my staff
and I can now view my surgery schedule
in real-time. The mobile app is beyond
convenient. I can review my cases on-thego and I can be confident the schedule
exactly matches our center’s schedule.”

Mary Gamez

Ray Raven, MD

CEO at La Veta Surgical Center

CEO, Orthopaedic Surgery Specialists
Managing Member, Glendale Surgical Center

ABOUT CASETABS
Casetabs is a cloud-based surgical care coordination platform.
We connect surgical facilities with their surgeons, practices,
anesthesiologists, vendor reps, and patients so that more efficient

OTHER CASETABS SOLUTIONS
COLLABORATIVE SCHEDULING
One central hub for all case
scheduling and coordination

and exceptional patient care is delivered. To learn more about our
other products, email us at information@casetabs.com.

SURGERY BOARDS
Real-time case status

CONTACT US

tracking and analytics

information@casetabs.com

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

3333 Michelson Dr., #240 • Irvine, CA 92625

Patient alerts & communication

310-955-4107

via text messages

